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**Hi-Tech Surveillance Capabilities**

**Methods:**
- artificial intelligence processes surveillance
- radio frequency environmental scanning down to particles (algorithmic reproduction of physical structure)
- RF scanning of electronics (magnetic field signals from electricity)
- remote brainwave surveillance (magnetic field signals)
- orthodox spy hardware (microphone bugs)
- operating system & server backdoors
- hardware/firmware infiltration
- cell phone transmission and text message data
- internet surveillance - internet datamining (search engine data, social media data, email, instant message services)
- internet encryption is made obsolete by the most advanced surveillance methods
- internet of things is connected to surveillance
- neural senses and electronic devices can be used as audio/video bugs (there are over a trillion living/electronic surveillance devices patrolling the surface of the earth)
- power based surveillance (the third notch in a power plug transmits information)
- vehicular surveillance (including aerial)
- weather surveillance
- space surveillance

**Hardware:**
- the products of Project MKUltra and similar programs led to end game surveillance capabilities
- secure computer mainframes are the origin and controlling force of directed energy surveillance
- apex surveillance is done by microwave transmitters aka directed energy weapons (cell phone towers and space based satellites)
- RF brain implants (I am against society implanting a person beyond medical supplementation)
- smartphones, tablets, smart appliances, internet of things, power lines, hardware with a microphone, electronic cameras, computers via audio/video, the brain, the nervous system
- any hardware that can emit RF energy can be used as a radio frequency scanning or implant control device

"The most potent weapons are invisible." ~Phillip Walker
Cons of Surveillance

- surveillance abuse is prevalent in the current era
- an international black ops crime syndicate violates privacy with impunity
- currently most of the military & intel sources who have obtained neurological surveillance are incredibly exploitative
- secret societies have infested surveillance based organizations such as intelligence agencies and in organizations such as the CIA surveillance abuse is exploited beyond measure
- government corruption is a recipe for disaster with the level of power neuro-tech provides
- there are incredibly offensive ways to federally abuse surveillance that need to be prevented with treason laws
- government abuse and democide has led to a lack of public trust in government. The current lack of social confidence in government and the public view of surveillance is not ideal with the optimal surveillance model for an advanced society.
- surveillance can be invasive
- electromagnetic surveillance technology combined with AI has the capability to monitor the deepest contents of perception and the mind while also scanning precise physical environments. The capability of these technologies requires high responsibility.
- government oversight is currently not seeing what is truly happening
- compartmentalization has affected Congressional oversight ability

"Intelligence agencies are used for their ability to keep secrets, superior funding, national security excuses, lack of true checks and balances, and propensity for criminal activity." ~Phillip Walker
Pros of Surveillance

- with responsibility factual prosecution can happen (elimination of framing and error is possible)
- with a perfect system lower level crimes are not prosecuted by surveillance
- negating 100% of high crime like molestation, rape, and murder is possible with the modern surveillance grid
- the incoming AI & neuro-tech revolution will drastically change the dynamics of what is available for judicial processes
- surveillance is currently not a staple of the court process - this means that the most factual evidence and proof available for court cases is not used. A system implementing objective surveillance without exploitation gives the courts one of the best resources possible for proper judgment.
- with a perfect system surveillance is processed by an unconscious AI
- with surveillance and processing of that data war crimes can be properly detected and prosecuted (as long as the AI administrators are not compromised and the algorithm science is adequate)
- optimal surveillance algorithms can be adjusted to each individual situation with privacy in mind
- documenting victimization for suitable compensation is possible with frequency science based surveillance (compensating victims for crimes is more exact with surveillance)
- factual history can be documented by comprehensive surveillance
- incarnation history's are possible with surveillance (neural interfacing combined with incarnation history's is one of the staples of an end game society in the galaxy)
- despite the perceivably intrusive nature of surveillance, with an optimal model it can protect the population from the most grievous crimes (e.g. molestation, rape, murder, enslavement, kidnapping, organ theft, manslaughter, child abuse, animal cruelty, treason)
- in an open society incarnation history background checks lead to many positive social mechanisms
- the standard galactic model for an advanced society incorporates end game science

"Men occasionally stumble over the truth, but most of the pick themselves up and hurry off as if nothing had happened." ~Adapted Winston Churchill Quote
The name **Universal Aspects™** is inspired by the aspects of the universe. Each individual component of reality is a universal aspect. For example the color black is an aspect, human is also an aspect of the universe...
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**De-Occultist definition**

someone who reveals hidden knowledge, particularly for collective gain.

**Tenets:** truth. progress. dedication. discernment. emancipation. human rights. free will. collective gain.

**Ideology:** disillusionment. transparency. decentralization. creative arts. justice.

The de-occultist is an antithesis of brainwashing & illusion.

(definition from my website: [www.occultdictionary.com](http://www.occultdictionary.com))